
Interrogations and Disappearances
Gay and Lesbian Subculture in 1950s Washington

Madeleine Tress remembers that she was wearing a pale blue suit-and high
heels when she came to work at the Department of Commerce building in
Washington that day at the end of April 1958. Itwas already hot in Wash-
ington, and there was no air conditioning in the room where two civil ser-
vice investigators had brought the twenty-four-year-old woman for an in-
terrogation. As the meeting began, the two male investigators noted Tress's
"feminine apparel" but also recorded what they regarded as a telltale de-
fect-two buttons were missing from the front of her dress. "Miss Tress,"
one investigator began, "your voluntary appearance here today has been
requested in order to afford you an opportunity to answer questions con-
cerning information which has been received by the U.S. Civil Service
Commission." Tress had been working for the Commerce Department as a
business economist for only a few months, and her employment, like that
of all civil servants under the Eisenhower administration, was conditional
on passing a security investigation. The investigator asked Tress if she ob-
jected to taking an oath before they began to take her statement. Realizing
the seriousness of the situation, Tress asked if she could consult an attor-
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ney and was told that she could, but that the attorney could not be present
in the room during the "interview." Tress took the oath and began to answer
mundane questions concerning her name, address, and date of birth. "Miss
Tress," the investigator intoned, finally getting to the heart of the matter,
"the Commission has information that you are an admitted homosexual.
What comment do you wish to make regarding this matter?"!

Tress froze. 'Which would be worse, she wondered, admitting peing gay
or lying? Tress said she had no comment, and adamantly refused to discuss
the matter. The investigators had more subtle questions for her. "Were you
ever at the Redskins Lounge?" one of them demanded to know. Figuring
there was nothing illegal involved, she admitted she had been to the les-
bian bar. Asserting that she "enjoyed the orchestra there," Tress denied that
she went there "for the purpose of making homosexual contacts," as the of-

. ficials suggested. "Do you know Kate so-and-so?" the investigator contin-
ued, dropping the name of a lesbian acquaintance of hers.He named a host
of her gay friends, demanding to know if she associated with any of them.
Again, thinking that this was not illegal, Tress admitted knowing what the
investigators termed "known homosexuals" but insisted she was attracted
onlyby their "intellectual appeal." "How do you like having sex with
women?" one of them sneered. "You've never had it good until you've had
it from a man," he taunted. Under intense questioning; Tress eventually ad-
'mitred to some homosexual activity in her youth, but claimed she had
"broken away" from that since coming to Washington. At the end of the in-
terrogation she refused to sign a statement prepared by the investigators
but knew that she had only one option-resignation. The interrogation
was the most demeaning experience of her life. With World War II a fresh
memory, Tress thought this was what it must have been like in Nazi Ger-
many. The next day she submitted her resignation.

Tress's feelings of defeat and powerlessness were tempered with anger.
As she walked back to her office, she saw Bob, the "mealy mouthed" man
who worked across from her and answered her phone when she was away.
Suspecting that Bob had informed on her, Tress went over and pounded on
his desk. "Did you speak to the FBI about me," she demanded, towering
over him. When he admitted that he had, she became furious and began
crying. "Did you give them names, you fucking son-of-a-bitch?" Tress had
to be taken away from Bob's desk by her co-workers. Bob was only one of
dozens of acquaintances, co-workers, and neighbors who, during a routine
investigation by the FBI, raised questions about Tress's mode of dress, as-
sociations, and character. He had told the FBI she was "unstable" in dress
and thinking, "bohemian" in lifestyle, and received calls from many single
women. Although Tress suspected Bob was informing to differentiate him-
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self from his brother, a union organizer accused of being a Communist,
his comments differed little from a host of others suggesting she was
"mannish;' "a tom boy," or had "personality problems:' In perhaps the most
damaging comments, a Georgetown professor charged that "she is homo-
sexual admittedly and known." But it was Bob upon whom she and her
friends vented their wrath by organizing an around-the-clock vendetta.
"We would call him at two in the morning, and say, 'You son of a bitch,' and
hang up." Because of that day, Tress recalled, "My whole fucking life had
changed."

Madeleine Tress's experience was typical of what happened to thou-
sands of men and women who lived and worked in Washington, D.C., in
the 1950s. Even for those who never experienced such an inquisition, the
threat of it hung over their lives like a sword of Damocles. It altered their
work routines, their socializing, and the way they made love. To some
people the Lavender Scare was a tactic in a political struggle to turn back
the New Deal. To others it was a necessary measure to protect national se-
curity and counter what they saw as a nation in moral decline. But to gay_
and lesbian civil servants, it represented a real threat to their economic,
social, and psychological well-being. Though it affected millions of indi-
viduals across the country, both gay and straight, federal employees and
private-sector employees alike, the effects of the Lavender Scare were most
acute in the gay and lesbian community of Washington, D.C. For nearly
twenty-five years it was part of their daily experience. Theirs was a com-]
munity under siege.

"I Can't Describe That Kind of Fear"

With the Metropolitan Police, the U.S. Park Police, the FBI, and the CSC all
engaged in a hunt for homosexuals, Washington's gay community was per-
meated with fear. Government workers felt particularly vulnerable. They
wondered every time the phone rang if this was the call that would lead
to accusations of homosexual behavior and a grueling interrogation about
their sex life. Friends began to mysteriously change jobs or disappear en-
tirely. As one gay man who worked as a civilian for the army remembered,
"You would go to work and you would ask, 'Where is lieutenant so-and-
so?' They wouldn't answer. They had discovered that he was gay, and he
was separated. His desk was cleaned out. You never saw the man again."
Having seen it happen to others, they knew it could happen to them. Every
morning as she reported for work, Joan Cassidy remembered, "I wondered
whether there was going to be somebody standing there with a piece of
paper saying 'Joan Cassidy come with us please.'" Since mere suspicion
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about one's sexuality might lead to an investigation, gay and lesbian fed-
eral workers acted with discretion. Many self-censored their communica-
tions. 'All they had to do was have somebody say that they doubted your
orientation;' explained David Bowling, who worked in Washington. Fear-
ing that gay bars and even private parties were being watched, people
would park blocks away to avoid the chance of having their license plate
numbers recorded. Men who lived together as a couple would sleep in sep-
arate beds."

Madeleine Tress remembered the fear that permeated her white, middle-
class, gay social network in 1950sWa_shington. She had arriv~d in the fall of
1950 to attend college. Working as a mail clerk at the National Science
Foundation to support herself, she met an eclectic mix of people in her
night classes-young people like herself, veterans, and seasoned govern-
ment employees. Among her largely male classmates were many gay men
with whom she began socializing and going to parties. "They were raiding
bars then;' Tress noted, so the middle-class homosexuals with whom she
socialized held private parties, which, "for protection," were largely inte-
grated with both gay men and lesbians. "The guys were very handsome,
wore smart clothes;' Tress observed. "It was not a jeans set." She wore
"sexy" feminine clothes, which, she thought, offered some protection from
any immediate association with lesbianism: "Underneath it all there was a
subdued hysteria. You lived not knowing what would happen next," Tress
observed. "You would be socializing with somebody, and then they disap-
peared, they had gotten kicked out and left town." Even among your gay
friends, you never knew who might be pressured to inform on you. "I can't
describe that kind of fear;' Tress confessed. In her case the fear was not mis-
placed. In the summer of 1958, after losing her position with the Depart-
ment of Commerce, she, like many of the men and women she socialized
with, disappeared from the Washington scene and relocated to San Fran-
cisco."

The close networks established by gay men and lesbians would now
become their undoing, since merely socializing with known homosexuals
was often sufficient cause for dismissal. Guilt by association, a favorite tac-
tic used to malign suspected Communists and fellow travelers, was also a
standard tool in the antigay purges. Tress, for example, was asked repeat-
edly during her interrogation if she knew various lesbians, as if the mere
acquaintance with a known lesbian established her guilt. J. R. lived in Paris
after the war and applied for a low-level job with the Marshall Plan with
the aid of a Texas congressman. Summoned to appear before government
security agents, he was informed that because he had "associated with
known homosexuals" in the London theater during the war, he could not
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be cleared for government work. "He never accused me of being one;' J. R.
said of the security officer. A past association with known homosexuals
was sufficient to preclude him from the job. When State Department secu-
rity officers in Paris interrogated B. F., their main charge against him was
that he was "living with a notorious homosexual." He had met an .Italian
jeweler during the war and began sharing his flat after being assigned to
the Paris embassy. The officials had also learned from his maid that the two
roommates held all-male parties-the maid thought she was doing them a
favor by insisting that no women were involved. B. F. confessed to homo-
sexual activity and resigned his position as vice counsel in 1953. The way
in which acquaintance and friendship networks were being used against
them fostered a rumor in the gay community that the government had con-
structed a master list of homosexuals. Many lived in fear that their names
were on it. After moving to a new apartment in Washington, John Edward
Collins discovered that his roommate had been discharged from the mili-
tary for homosexuality. When FBI agents came to the apartment to ask
questions about another friend who worked for the government, they re-
corded Collins's name and that of his current roommate, as well as his
previous address, where his former boyfriend still resided. Both he and his
former boyfriend were then linked to a known homosexual. "I knew for a
certainty that from that day on, Jay's name and mine would definitely be on
that famed list. The chain reaction had caught up with me," Collins feared.
He kept asking himself, "When will my turn come?"!

With government officials pressuring people to "name names," the
problem of informing only intensified the fear. "Everybody was suspicious
because everybody was squealing on everybody else. You were afraid to
make friends with anybody," remembered Raymond Mailloux, who moved
to Washington in 1949.As Paul Clark, a long-time State Department secu-
rity officer commented, "The sources of our information on these people
generally came from a co-participant. ... We were fortunate in that when
we interviewed some of these people-which we were required to do be-
fore they left the department-they furnished us with a long list of names
of others who were similarly involved!' Although security officials attrib-
uted this behavior to a penchant among homosexuals toward garrulous-
ness, threats to reveal an employee's homosexuality to his family and
friends if no names were offered was no doubt a prime motivation. When
Edward Kellar was interrogated by State Department security officials, he
realized that a friend had apparently implicated him in a similar interro-
gation. "He was trying to defend himself by implicating others, which
makes him sound like a real shit," Kellar noted. But the brutality of his own
interrogation caused him to feel more sympathy than anger. "It was the
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good cop/bad cop thing, the kind of thing none of us is prepared to go
through .... These guys can squeeze you until you end up saying things
you wish you hadn't. So I don't hold it against him." As Madeleine Tress
summarized the problem, "You didn't know who your friends were.?

For those with government jobs to protect, concealing their homosex-
uality became a prime occupation, a matter of survival. During much of
his almost thirty years in government service, Phil Hannema remembers
avoiding other gay people, especially if they were "obvious." "1played the
game;' he noted of his attempt to conceal his homosexuality to protect his
job. As one gay man noted, '1t has been my observation and experience
that the responsible homosexual executive is apt to lean over backward,
perhaps to his own discredit, to avoid hiring anyone whom he knows to be
or suspects of being homosexual." Someone with a government job did not
want to have to worry about being associated with "others over whose con-
duct and discretion he [had] no control," he noted. Nat Fowler recalls dat-
ing a man who worked for the State Department who would not accom-
pany him to Fire Island. "He wouldn't dare be caught here. Joe McCarthy
somehow would find out." Such protective strategies stood in marked con-
trast to the prevailing notion of politicians and government security offi-
cials, who assumed that the homosexual sought to surround himself with
"his own kind" both in his social and business life."

Government employees who wanted to protect their jobs distanced
themselves from gays and lesbians who worked in less sensitive jobs and
had less reason to hide. Joan Cassidy held a managerial post as a civilian
with Naval Intelligence. She had such high-level security clearances that
she was restricted from going "behind the Iron Curtain" for ten years after
her retirement. She did not frequent lesbian bars. "It was very dangerous,"
she recounted. "We were told that you never knew if there was a plant
there. The gossip in the community was-you go there, you could get
picked up by someone whose job it is to report you .... Not only that, there
were rumors that there were actually people assigned to take photographs
of everybody going in and out." So she and her friends would have private
parties. As she explained, "The rule always was with the women I lived
with, we never invited anyone who didn't have as much to lose as we did.
So there was no way someone who wasn't in a protected job would get into
this house-a job they would have lost immediately. So school teachers,
military officers, etc. [came]." When asked about the possibility of socializ-
ing with hairdressers, Cassidy was unequivocal. ''No. Sorry. You can be as
gay as you want to be and you're not going to get fired. I couldn't afford to
associate with somebody like that." As Donald Webster Cory wrote in the
first book-length, insider account of the gay subculture, "If a homosexual
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must wear the mask, he cannot associate with those who have discarded
it." The purges facilitated the formation not of a singular community but
several insular ones divided by class interests and the need to protect one's
job?

But within such insular groups, the purges created a sense of solidarity,
particularly between lesbians and gay men, who came to rely on one an-
other in social settings requiring a display of heterosexuality. As 1. D. said,
"Of course there was one feeling in the 50s and 60s when all this was going
on, being under surveillance by the city vice squad, constantly, and all the
government agencies ... there was a wonderful feeling of comradeship."
Within her very respectable, middle-class, professional group, Joan too
found a high degree of solidarity and community. "We formed this chain,"
Cassidy remarked about the way gay men and lesbians would serve as dis-
creet character references for one another on security clearance checks.
They would also socialize together as a way of passing as straight. "We
found gay guys and we paired up because when you're in your twenties
and thirties you have to be dating:' Cassidy explained. "You have to show
up at social gatherings from your office with a guy if you are carrying
security clearances." Even when socializing privately, Cassidy's circle in-
cluded a careful mixture of gay male and lesbian couples. Cassidy remem-
bers such a dinner party at the home of a lesbian couple. All the same-sex
couples were sitting together around the table when the mother of one of
the hostesses rang the doorbell. "By the time her mother walked in the
door:' Cassidy recalled, "we were boy Igirl, boy Igirl, with the guys' arms
draped over the back of the women's chairs and the women leaning toward
them." They had made "the switch" instinctively. "We hadn't said a word,
we just did this automatically'"

"They Didn't Have Anything on Me"

With all the publicity surrounding increased enforcement in Lafayette
Park, most gay men in Washington abandoned it as a cruising site. 'A.ny-
body with a brain in their head never went anywhere near any of those
parks," commented 1. D., a gay Washingtonian. "Everyone who did was
arrested, and the word spread." Although he worked for a time in a build-
ing facing Lafayette Park, he would go out of his way to avoid traversing the
park. '1wouldn't go near it at night," he insisted emphatically. U.S. Park Po-
lice statistics show a significant decline in arrests by 1950, suggestive of a
decline in actual activity. While the Pervert Elimination Campaign picked
up 109 men in October 1947, a year later it processed only 25. By the fall of
1950-after the Hoey Committee convinced judges to require alleged sex
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offenders to appear in court-the figures dipped into the single digits.
"Pervert activity around the public comfort stations has dwindled away to
a minimum:' reported the U.S. Park Police sergeant in November. "Local
perverts seemed to have disappeared from their known gathering places,
such as Lafayette and the Monument Grounds," he concluded after ques-
tioning those few still using the parks. "Arrests show only newcomers
and an occasional service man." Word had quickly spread within the gay
community to stay away from Lafayette Park. Washington newspapers re-
ported that those arrested since the crackdown included a touring actor, a
federal job seeker, and an English professor from Louisiana. As a further
deterrent, gangs of male teenagers came to Lafayette Park for the express
purpose of "knocking off a queer." Some wanted to help police enforce the
law, while others sought to profit financially by "rolling" gay men. When
Jack Frey first came to Washington in 1952, he learned from reading Wash-
ington Confidential that Lafayette Park was the place to find gay men. But on
his first foray there, Frey was picked up by a man who robbed him of all his
money at knifepoint. He soon found other, more hospitable cruising ven-
ues, such as Connecticut Avenue and DuPont Circle."

While men who frequented gay bars and cruising areas were most vul-
nerable, those who led more discreet lives were still at risk. Given the fear
and watchfulness that pervaded 1950s Washington, inviting someone of
the same sex back to one's own apartment could result in an arrest. In Feb-
ruary 1952, residents of 21st Street NW in the Foggy Bottom neighborhood
adjacent to the State Department noticed that soldiers frequently entered
the apartment of forty-three-year-old Thomas Heinze, a salesman for a
manufacturing fum. Around the same time residents of Wisconsin Avenue
in upper Georgetown noticed similar behavior at the apartment of forty-
year-old James Dykes, a civilian employee of the Army quartermaster gen-
eral's landscape architect office. What caught the attention of the neighbors
was not only the frequency of the visits, and the military uniforms of visi-
tors, but their relative youth compared with that of the men they were vis-
iting. Residents complained to the local police, and Roy Blick's vice squad
launched an eighteen-month investigation. In July 1953 both Heinze and
Dykes were arrested for sodomy, along with a nineteen-year-old private
and a seventeen-year-old soldier of unidentified rank. Fraternizing with
members of the same sex, even in one's own home, if there was no clear,
nonsexual explanation for it, suggested deviance serious enough to raise
the eyebrows of neighbors and warrant investigation by law enforcement. 10

Even gay men and lesbians in stable relationships who exercised ex-
treme discretion were not immune from the preying eye of the security ap-
paratus. Charles Gruenberger and Jack Kersey had been together for six
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years in 1953 when security officials visited their home. They wanted to
know who decorated the apartment and what Kersey's feelings were for his
"roommate:' who worked as a dentist at the Pentagon. Knowing he might
lose his position, Gruenberger decided to leave government service a year
later. A State Department official in a relationship with the same man for
eight years was not so lucky. As he told a gay publication in 1967, "I knew
that the government had this policy against homosexuals, but, really, I
didn't see myself being affected by it." His parents had accepted his lover
into the family, he never discussed the issue with friends, and didn't travel
in gay circles. '1do not drink, nor have I had a large number of sexual part-
ners," he explained, '1certainly do not frequent public places such as men's
rooms for sexual contacts." Despite his conservative behavior, the State De-
partment drummed him out in 1965.Marriage to a member of the opposite
sex was often not protection either. Edward Kellar had been married for
many years and hadn't even had a homosexual experience when he was in-
terrogated about his sexuality. Security officials questioned him intensely
about problems in his marriage and his friendship with several other men
who had become part of a gay subculture. No amount of middle-class re-
spectability could protect them."

Lesbians have traditionally had less access to public space then men and
therefore were less vulnerable to arrest and prosecution for their homosex-
uality. As one psychiatrist wrote about the disparity in the policing of gay
men and lesbians, '1learned from authoritative sources [in Washington,
D.C.] that there have been no cases of female homosexuality which came to
the attention of the police that were prosecuted. The usual practice has
been to dismiss the complaint, and to regard the incident as 'misbehavior. "'
Close relationships between women were more socially acceptable than
those between men and also provided some protective cover. ''No one
thinks anything of two women who put their arms around each other and
kiss each other, live together, sleep in double beds," a government psychi-
atrist told the Hoey committee. "There are thousands of Government girls
who do that thing." But given the thoroughness of government security
investigations, women who acted on their homosexuality only in private
were also at risk of losing their well-paid government jobs. And because the
federal government was one of few places where women had opportuni-
ties for responsible jobs above the level of a secretary, the stakes were par-
ticularly high. Their very ambition to rise to positions of responsibility in
male-dominated environments cast doubt on their femininity. When Pres-
ident Truman nominated Kathryn McHale, longtime executive director of
the American Association of University Women, to the Subversive Activi-
ties Control Board, her nomination had to be withdrawn after Senator Pat
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McCarran threatened to reveal that she was a lesbian. Less public but still
powerful women suffered similar fates. In the early 1960s Betty Deran
worked as an economist in the Treasury Department, writing reports that
went to the White House. But in 1962 she failed to pass a security clearance
review despite what she considered an extremely discreet private life.
"They really didn't have anything against me ... as long as I didn't live my
private life, they didn't have anything on me," she protested. She had to
leave Washington and take a job as an economist in New York. "I took a sort
of lesser job because of the circumstances," Deran noted. Joan Cassidy
knew that because she had risen to manage a division within the Office
of Naval Intelligence, both men and women uneasy with her authority
watched her particularly closely."

This fear and division was not unique to the gay community but per-
meated Cold War Washington. One of Barbara Kraft's most vivid memo-
ries of Washington in the 1950s is how quiet people were while riding the
bus. "People were afraid to talk to one another," she remembered. A gov-
ernment security officer and his wife moved into a Washington housing
development and refused to speak to or socialize with their new neighbors.
When o1;1eof the snubbed neighbors remarked on their aloofness, the wife
responded, "You see, my husband has told me that under no circumstances
should I associate with any of the neighbors who haven't been given a full
security clearance."13

"I Held Out Longer Than Many"

For gay and lesbian civil servants and contractors, the loyalty / security sys-
tem posed a constant threat. Never knowing when an investigation might
be opened heightened the uncertainty. For some, like Tress, the interroga-
tion came soon after accepting a position. Others passed initial screenings
and worked for years without incident until a new level of security, a pro-
motion, or a complaint precipitated a more thorough investigation. Bruce
Scott was arrested in October 1947 for loitering in Lafayette Park yet kept his
job with the Department of Labor until 1956,when security in his office was
upgraded, and all employees were required to obtain clearances. His 1947
arrest was subsequently discovered-as well as his living situation with a
fired gay federal employee-and his boss suggested he resign. The official
notice in his personnel file hid the truth, recording that he had left "toenter
private industry." "I held out longer than many," Scott said, referring to his
seventeen years of service in the Department of Labor. All along Scott lived
with the notion that "my time might come,":" Fear of being subjected to a
new investiga tion prevented many gay men and lesbians from seeking pro-
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motions or transferring to other agencies. Ted Richards began working for
the Veteran's Administration as a clerk-typist during summers while at-
tending Duke University. But when his supervisors recognized his talents
and urged him to pursue "an executive kind of situation," his fear of dis-
covery held him back. "I know that my fear, my terror at the time, was that
if I became anything other than a clerk-typist, then I might get found out,
and then I would lose my job .... I had the ambition, but Iwas frightened." IS

Those forced to resign often lost more than just a job. Many suffered
from long-term unemployment or underemployment, resulting in severe
financial or health problems. Many were forced to relocate. As a gay publi-
cation reported, "Among homosexuals, learning that someone of the group
has lost a job is commonplace. Many can list acquaintances who have gone
long periods without steady gainful employment." One scientist fired from
the government was without work for almost two years, during which time
he lived on a diet of twenty cents worth of potatoes and frankfurters a day.
He lost so much weight it became uncomfortable for him to sleep on his
side. Such fired gay and lesbian civil servants often ended up in low-paying
jobs for which they were overqualified or ill-suited. One man who lost a
government job after being arrested by a vice squad officer was out of work
for "three or four years." Despite having a master's degree, he dug ditches,
because such a job did not require a government security check. "You get a
good education and you end up doing menial work:' commented one gay
man about he and his Georgetown University friends barred from govern-
ment service. Others described being discharged from the military and
working as hair stylists or in similar positions where being gay was not con-
sidered problematic. Losing one's career and being forced into another oc-
cupation was a common fate of gay men and lesbians."

For many gay men and lesbians, once the ax fell, losing a promising gov-
ernment career was only the beginning of their torment, as the apparatus
of the national security state continued to limit their job prospects. The fed-
eral government's influence on other industries and institutions was so
great that many found their paths blocked at every turn. After being forced
out of the Department of Commerce, Madeleine Tress won a Fulbright Fel-
lowship to study abroad, but the State Department vetoed her award be-
cause her government file had been "flagged" with the note "questionable
loyalty and morals (lesbian)." This was the final blow that made her aban-
don a career in international economics and go into private industry. "That
whole area was, I felt, shut off:' Tress remembered. After Bruce Scott was
forced to resign from the Department of Labor in 1956, he worked tem-
porarily in a local bank and warehouse until forced to leave those jobs
when his past record caught up with him. After seventeen years of service
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in the government, few private-sector jobs were open to him. "It was a
rough time:' he remembered of those eight years of underemployment and
unemployment. Scott applied for a job in the personnel office of Fairfax
County, Virginia. His truthful answer to a question on the application about
prior arrests prevented him from landing the job. When he later reapplied
to the same office, he omitted any information about his arrest. "In such
penurious circumstances, I saw no reason to quibble about whether ... a
'loitering' arrest was technically different from a 'parking' arrest:' which
the instructions indicated could be omitted. He got the job, but lost it six-
teen months later when the agency discovered his previous application. As
he wrote in 1962 as a fifty-year-old man, "It has now become virtually im-
possible for me to find employment for which I am qualified by training,
experience, and prior job performance:' Eventually living in Northern Vir-
ginia on fifty cents a day and heating his bedroom with a kerosene heater,
he fell behind on his mortgage payments. When the bank foreclosed on his
house, Scott was forced to return to his native Chicago."

An unknown number of gay men and lesbians, stripped of their liveli-
hoods, facing embarrassment and unemployment, took their own lives.
"The only thing I regret in my campaign to rid the State Department of that
type of individual [sodomites]," confessed Peter Szluk, a self-described
"hatchet man for the State Department," was "when within minutes, and
sometimes maybe a week, they would commit suicide." Such suicides were
rarely linked publicly to the actions of the government security program.
As Szluk explained, "One guy, he barely left my office and he must've had
this thing in his coat pocket-and boom!-right on the corner of Twenty-
first and Virginia .... Of course, nobody knew that he had been in to see
me. It remained a mystery except to me and the security people." An offi-
cial of the General Services Administration told a congressional investiga-
tor that one government employee confronted with "charges of perver-
sion" had committed suicide by leaping from a bridge. John Montgomery,
a forty-two-year-old bachelor and manager of the Finnish Desk at the State
Department, committed suicide by hanging himself from the second floor
balcony overlooking the foyer of the Georgetown townhouse he shared
with A. Marvin Braverman, a Washington attorney. Suspicious of the se-
crecy surrounding the suicide, a congressional committee investigated and
issued a report criticizing the department for hiring a man who exhibited
"mental and emotional instability" and had even been rejected from the
military for "psychoneurosis." Pointedly noting that the problem of homo-
sexuals in government had only been ''brought into national focus" since
Montgomery's hiring in 1946 and that security had since been improved, it
anticipated that such a mistake would not be repeated."
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Government security officers knew that suicide was sometimes the
end result of their investigations and went to great lengths to cover up
their role. During two days of interrogations by State Department security
officers in August 1954, Andrew Ference, an administrative assistant at
the American Embassy in Paris, admitted homosexual activities, including
with his roommate, Robert Kennerly, who served as an embassy courier.
Four days later, Kennerly returned to their apartment to find Ference lying
on the floor dead, having asphyxiated himself with gas from the kitchen
stove. The State Department notified Ference's parents in Uniontown,
Pennsylvania, of their son's suicide, informing them that he was despon-
dent because of bad health, making no mention of the repeated interroga-
tions or homosexual admissions. Security officials instead pointed to an
embassy physician's report that a recent X-ray examination disclosed that
Ference had an "inactive lung lesion." Despite the department's cover-up,
the news spread quickly among gay Americans in Paris that "Drew" had
committed suicide over his resignation. A gay man who had been forced
out of a job at the Paris embassy but remained in the city remembers hear-
ing the rumor. Soon Ference's parents heard conflicting stories from Robert
Kennerly and began to suspect "foul play." They even had his body ex-
humed to determine the cause of death. Two years later, through the inter-
vention of a member of Congress, Ference's parents learned the truth be-
hind their son's suicide."

The government was well aware of the harm its security procedures
were causing. At a 1953 conference, State Department security supervisors
discussed how to prevent "the threat of suicide" in homosexual cases by
providing psychiatric counseling prior to an interrogation. There is no
evidence that any such counseling was ever provided. The deputy under-
secretary of state for security affairs confessed before Congress that "we
have had several of them that have done away with their lives after we
discharged them."20Though clear documentation of only a handful of sui-
cides exists, the quiet handling of many of the gay interrogations and res-
ignations suggests the possibility of many more. Washington newspapers
from the period contain numerous stories of single male government work-
ers, often State Department employees, who committed suicide for no
known reason."

Suicide was the most dramatic manifestation of the psychological an-
guish that resulted from an encounter with government security officers.
Though most of the evidence available comes from those who identified as
gay or lesbian, the Lavender Scare had a significant impact on many people
who did not. Because of the" one encounter" policy, men who had only oc-
casionally dabbled in homosexual behavior were also at risk. Because they
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could not draw on the knowledge of the gay community, they were in some
ways more vulnerable. One such man, a thirty-seven-year-old State De-
partment official, was arrested for having sex with another man in his car
while parked by the Ellipse in the summer of 1950. He admitted to the
offense, and resigned his position, but denied that he was a homosexual.
"This is not something I do all the time. It happened this once. I was drunk.
I'm not a drinking man:' he told a reporter. Moreover, he saw the arrest as
a chance to change his behavior. "Irealize the impulse is there. Now I've got
to straighten myself out," he pledged. "I'mnot going to give in." For many
men in mid-century America, homosexual behavior was seen as a temp-
tation to be resisted, not an inborn characteristic or orientation. When Bill
Youngblood lost his job as a technician with the Defense Department in
1956, he too tried to change. Youngblood had frequented the Chicken Hut
and other gay establishments, but the loss of his job over an encounter
at Lafayette Park filled him with guilt and made himwithdraw from gay
circles. He had "lost everything," he told historian Brett Beemyn. Trauma-
tized over his situation, with both his health and his savings deteriorating,
he began seeing a psychiatrist, hoping to "get straight." John Forbes Nash
[r., the Nobel Prize-winning mathematician, had a similar experience. AG-
cording to his biographer, Nash was arrested in a Santa Monica, California,
rest room on a morals charge and subsequently lost his post at the RAND
Corporation along with his security clearance. After this traumatic series
of career-threatening events, he decided to marryv

For some who tried to put their homosexual past behind them, part of
that process involved cooperating with authorities. As Victor Navasky
wrote about the situation of former Communists, informing on others was
seen as "test of character," a way to prove that one's "break with the past
was genuine." One foreign service officer returned to the State Department
security office several months after his interrogation, confession, and res-
ignation, and offered his cooperation in identifying several homosexuals in
the department. The officials attributed his helpfulness to their own "sym-
pathetic and understanding treatment of homosexuals." During the sum-
mer of 1950, one man who had given up his life of homosexuality offered
to assist the Hoey Committee in its efforts to identify homosexuals in gov-
ernment. As Senator Mundt told his colleagues, "He had been a solicitor
for a long time .... He said he could tell who they were." Although Mundt
apparently did not take him up on the offer, government security officers
were less reticent. After Thomas H. Tattersall left his government job in
1953, he frequently offered his services to security agents in identifying
homosexuals. Tattersall was a married man with a history of mental disor-
der who had spent time at St. Elizabeth's Hospital. Agents would show
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him photographs of suspected homosexuals, and Tattersall would identify
those he knew to be gay;based on either a personal sexual encounter or ob-
servation of them in known gay cruising areas. In 1955 he signed a twelve-
page, handwritten affidavit for the Civil Service Commission identifying
dozens of men and women as homosexual. Tattersall once telephoned a
friend at the Department of the Interior and allowed the conversation to
be monitored by an investigator, who reported that "various homosexual
terms were used" and that the "tone of the conversation and the tone of
voice" of the Interior official were "definitely homosexual." Such men saw
it as their duty to help the government identify people at risk for blackmail
by enemy agents."
• Making such a clean break with one's homosexual past was precisely
the effect security agents and law enforcement officers behind the antigay
crackdown hoped to achieve. But the effect of losing one's career and hope
for the future led some in-another direction, pushing them into the gay sub-
culture. 1.D., for example, came to Washington from South Dakota to at-
tend Georgetown's School of Foreign Service. There he met many openly
gay students and did some experimenting himself, but felt conflicted about
his sexuality. When his roommate invited him to attended gay parties, 1.D.
resisted, preferring to stay home and avoid temptation. His withdrawal
from his friends earned him the nickname "Matilda-sit-by-the-fire." He
joined the Roman Catholic Church to strengthen his resolve not to succumb
to sins of the flesh. Upon graduation in 1951,1.D. was reluctant to take the
stringent foreign service examination. Not only did he feel academically
unprepared, but he recently heard that a friend had been "snagged off the
boat" on the way to a foreign service post in Europe because the depart-
ment found out he was gay. Instead, 1.D. cautiously applied for a position
as a State Department clerk. Upon being accepted, he went to the depart-
ment to register and was told, "There are some people that want to see
you." Reporting to one of the temporary; World War II-era buildings along
the Mall, he was interrogated by two men whom he dubbed "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde." "They wanted me to admit that I was gay," he remembered,
"and that everyone I'd ever known or lived with as a student was gay." Ifhe
did not cooperate, the security officers threatened to "tell everybody [he]' d
ever known" that he was gay,including his parents. Though they coerced a
confession from 1.D., he refused to give information about his friends,
pleading that he had no knowledge of their sexual behavior. "It was very
frightening, really frightening. I don't know how people who are interro-
gated with a threat of torture can stand it. I wasn't threatened with torture,
but how do people stand that? ... I was on the verge of passing out with
fright." 24
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L. D.'s treatment by the State Department security officers resolved the
remaining conflict he felt about his homosexuality. "It did help really make
me decide," L. D. recalled about the interrogation. "If [homosexuality] is
that bad in their eyes, there must be something pretty good about it:' he
reasoned. Moreover, the future he had envisioned for himself had now
been foreclosed. "It helped at that point that I had been shoved out of any-
thing I had hoped to do, so 1could go ahead and start over and face facts.
As long as I was labeled as unacceptable, then I'd do the things that were
previously unacceptable. And I did them with vengeance~ I was rather pop-
ular and young and handsome." L. D. took a much less prestigious job in
the private sector and took on a homosexual identity, becoming a fixture at
gay bars and Georgetown parties."

Other gay men and lesbians had similar encounters with government se-
curity officials that pushed them further into the gay subculture. E. M. was
working for a private refugee relief agency in Germany in 1950.Her life had
been "full of [the] turmoil and confusion known by all maladjusted homo-
sexuals who have not recognized their plight." She experienced a series
of attachments to straight women, suffered a nervous collapse, and was
treated at a psychiatric clinic. In Europe, however, she found satisfaction in
her work, was beginning to feel an interest in men, and thought she had put
her "troubled past" behind her. But the State Department, which oversaw
all relief efforts in occupied territory, discovered her psychiatric record and
demanded her immediate expulsion from Germany. Humiliated and de-
feated, E. M. moved to New York and discovered the gay world, which she
had scarcely been aware of before her dismissal. "Now that I was perse-
cuted for having such inclinations, I felt a close identification with others
like myself. I remembered that in my own city there had been places where
homosexuals congregated. I combed the streets of New York and finally
one night found such a place. That night I met and talked with a kind of
people I had never known, who spoke to me in a language I had never
heard. Since this experience a whole new world has opened for me."26

By stigmatizing homosexual behavior and labeling anyone with even
one such encounter in their past as homosexual, the purges enforced a rigid
homosexual/heterosexual divide. They thus facilitated the demise of an
older sexual system based on gender identity and encouraged the classifi-
cation of individuals based on their "sexual orientation." As historians of
sexuality have demonstrated, earlier in the century individuals had a gen-
der identity rather than a sexual identity. The mark of the true sexual de-
viant was the conscious inversion of gender norms-such as men wearing
flamboyant clothing, using make-up, and displaying exaggerated manner-
isms-not sexual contact with individuals of the same sex. Men could have
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sex with effeminate "fairies" and still consider themselves "normal" and
masculine, so long as they performed the insertive role. Under such a
sexual system, not all homosexual contact was stigmatized. But by the
1950s, the sex of one's sexual partner was increasingly more determina-
tive of one's status than was one's self-presentation or role. By defining any-
one with one adult homosexual experience-whether insertive or recep-
tive-as a homosexual, the security system greatly strengthened the focus
on sexual object choice. One man interviewed by government security
officers, for example, admitted to several acts of fellatio with a "known
homosexual" but claimed his actions were not homosexual since he was
merely the "passive" partner. Despite his protests, he lost his position with
the U.S. Information Agency. By stigmatizing all homosexual behavior, the
purges forced people to make choices and thereby reified a homosexual!
heterosexual divide. While trying to contain perversion, the Lavender Scare
also helped to redefine it, forcing people to think of their behavior in new
ways. Confronted with the possibility of being labeled "a homosexual,"
some abandoned same-sex behavior, while others adopted the new iden-
tity and became part of the gay subculture."

o Singing at the Chicken Hut

For those who embraced a gay identity in 1950sWashington and wanted to
meet others like themselves, the Chicken Hut was the place to go. Located
at 1720 H Street, less than a block from Lafayette Park, Washington's most
popular gay bar had the relaxed atmosphere of a college hangout. Known
affectionately as "the Hut:' it was "the center of gay social life in the city in
the late 40s and 50s:' recalled Peter Morris, then a student at Catholic Uni-
versity. "Everybody knew everybody," he said. It was at the Chicken Hut in
1954 that Morris met Jack Frey, who remained his lover for the next four
decades. While a restaurant occupied the first floor, the bar and tables on
the second floor were often so crowded that patrons had to tip the wait-
resses downstairs to secure a seat. The most popular table was one closest
to the piano, where Howard, who had begun entertaining gay crowds at
Margaret's in the 1930s, held court. Known as "Miss Hattie" to the bar's reg-
ulars, Howard was a short, bald man with glasses who created a festive
mood with his renditions of show tunes and ballads with campy lyrics.
People would sing along, especially as the beer flowed more freely. As reg-
ular patrons made their way up one of two staircases-often after having
dinner on the first floor-Howard would play tunes to welcome them and
spoof their character. When romantic Jack Nichols mounted the stairs,
Howard would play "Falling in Love Again." The entrance of Jack's friend
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Ben would elicit a less charitable "Ten Cents a Dance," Jack Frey,who came
from Cincinnati, was greeted with the first line to Leonard Bernstein's
/lOhio,,-/lWhy Oh Why Oh Why Oh Why Did I Ever Leave Ohio?" Com-
menting on the continued popularity of such bars even during the purges,
one man noted, "It was obvious that the government-agency expose hadn't
affected trade."2s

Within several blocks of the Chicken Hut, several other bars catered to a
lively gay and lesbian clientele. The men's bars in the Mayflower and Statler
hotels had long been a meeting spot for homosexual men. Soon after the
war a bar opened up on L Street midway between the two hotels and was
known as the "MayStat." While it initially attracted gay men who fre-
quented the other nearby bars, it soon developed a lesbian following and
changed its name to the Redskin Lounge. By the 1950s it featured a small
band and a butch lesbian entertainer who sang and told jokes. The Derby
Room, at the corner of Eighteenth and H Streets, NW, was a popular down-
town lunch spot by day, but at night it was filled with gay men. Considered
more "classy" and respectable, the Derby Room featured a maitre d' who
would greet patrons at the door, ask how many were in the group, and fit
them into remaining space in one of the bar's many booths. "On any given
night, gay men were present in droves" on the street between the Chicken
Hut and the Derby Room, Nichols remembered. After the bars closed, the
California Kitchen on Connecticut Avenue "served burgers to the bleary-
eyed," It also offered a chance for those who hadn't met anyone that night
to continue socializing. Later renamed the Copper Skillet, it also earned the
nickname the "Last Chance Cafe." "Everybody knew that was where the
gay crowd would end up," commented a frequent patron."

When Raymond Mailloux first moved to Washington in 1949,he lived in
suburban Tokoma Park but made occasional forays into the city to meet
other men. He first went to Lafayette Park, but after getting beat up by two
undercover police officers, he moved on to the bars, which seemed safer. /II
would go to Washington and have a little bit of an affair for one night," he
recalled, but the guilt would keep him from returning. /IIwouldn't leave
the house where I was living for six or eight months before I had enough
courage to go back downtown," he explained. He would dress up in a suit
and necktie to go out and would often be placed in a booth with strangers.
Despite the crowded conditions, "nobody would talk to each other," Mail-
loux commented. But one night in 1953 after the Derby Room closed, Ray-
mond was milling about with the crowd on the sidewalk and noticed a
handsome young man who winked at him. Later at the California Kitchen
the two men finally talked. Mailloux summoned the courage to ask him
back to his house, and within a month the two moved in together. It was the
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beginning of a twenty-year relationship. Since two men living together
were suspect, they would tell inquiring neighbors and acquaintances that
they had met during the war in Okinawa. "We had to fabricate:' Mailloux
explained. Though they both worked as civilians for the Defense Depart-
ment, they managed to elude security officials and keep their jobs."

Though a haven for many people, Washington's gay bars were not im-
mune from the tensions gays and lesbians faced every day. Local vice squad
officers kept them under observation, but apparently never closed them
down. Henry Yaffe remembers going out to the bars every weekend. "If I
didn't go out every Friday and Saturday night in those days, I thought my
world would collapse," he commented. Because most of the bars served
food, he would often have dinner there as well. "You got to know every-
body:' he remembered. But because of the purges, he noted, "You never
knew what people did ... they never told you where they worked." Yaffe
had been forced out of the military for his homosexuality and worked cut-
ting hair, so he had little to hide. Many middle-class gay people concerned
with respectability and protecting their jobs shied away from the bars. Not
only were they concerned about bars being raided or watched, but they of-
ten found the campy atmosphere distasteful. Ramon G., who worked as
a Portuguese language specialist at the Library of Congress, was repelled
by the bar scene. "In those days at the bars you would find people scream-
ing 'darling,' and being campy- campy. ... I dreaded that," he explained.
Ted Richards, a government clerk who became a high school teacher and
classical pianist, was intimidated by the flamboyance of the bar crowd.
He found the banter in bars "contrived" and "exaggerated," the clientele
mostly "ribbon clerks." They neither wanted to be nor could risk being that
openly gay.31

Washington's liquor laws and the codes of conduct established by bar
owners also limited the conviviality. Patrons could neither walk around the
bar with a drink in hand nor dance. Any open display of affection between
same-sex couples would elicit a lecture from a worried bar owner. African
American patrons were unwelcome, even after the Supreme Court ordered
restaurants in Washington to end segregation in 1953. Management would
put "Reserved" signs on tables to justify refusing people they wanted to
turn away. The married Italian couple who owned the Chicken Hut hired
only female servers, fearing gay male servers might lead to disreputable
behavior. The song that would close out the night at the Chicken Hut
captured both the celebration and the guilt of the bar experience. Patrons
would sing along to Howard's rendition of the Yale "Whiffenpoof Song," a
hit 1946 recording fea tured in the Bob Hope film, Road to Bali. The lyrics in-
voked the solace of convivial drinking among a group of friends at their
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favorite watering hole: "To the dear old Temple bar we love so well, I Sing
the Whiffenpoofs assembled, with their glasses raised on high." While cel-
ebrating the bar, the song also evoked the outcast nature of the patrons in
some of the closing lyrics: "We're poor little lambs who have lost our
way.... We're little black sheep who have gone astray."32

"About One Every Day"

The total number of men and women affected by the anti-homosexual
purge is incalculable." Many agencies did not keep records of such dis-
missals. Many were never recorded as dismissals, since the individual, con-
fronted with accusations of homosexuality, "resigned voluntarily." Never-
theless, some published figures give a sense of the scale of the antigay
purges. According to the carefully compiled statistics of a congressional
committee, during the approximately four years between January 1947 and
November 1950, more than four hundred federal employees :esigned or
were dismissed for sexual perversion-about one hundred pet year. This
figure represents only the first few years of the purges, before much pub-
licity and calls to "clean house." In the two years between May 1953 and
June 1955, as the purges accelerated, over eight hundred federal employ-
ees either resigned or were terminated with files containing information
indicating sex perversion-about four hundred per year. During the
height of the witch-hunts in 1953,Undersecretary of State Donald B.Lourie
testified before a congressional committee that homosexual firings were
averaging "about one every day" from his department alone. By the 1960s
the State Department, the most aggressive federal agency in ferreting out
homosexuals, had fired approximately one thousand suspected homosex-
uals. Since statistics indicate that State Department firings represented
about 20 percent of the total, as many as five thousand suspected gay or les-
bian employees may have lost their jobs with the federal government dur-
ing the early days of the Cold War. At the very least, these partial statistics
suggest that the total number of federal employees fired for homosexual-
ity is well into the thousands."

These partial figures represent only those at the center of a storm whose
effects rippled throughout both public and private employment. Many dis-
missals occurred on a more informal basis-ostensibly to protect the repu-
tation of the employee-and were not recorded as dismissals for homo-
sexuality. Other gay and lesbian civil servants resigned before their sexual
orientation was discovered. Ray Mann, for example, decided to leave the
State Department in the summer of 1954 because "being unmarried, I just
didn't think my future lay working for the U.S. government in the Me-
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Carthy era." Though never accused, he moved to the airline industry be-
cause, as a gay government employee, he felt "watched."35 When George
Poe, a civilian with the Navy, became aware that he was under investiga-
tion, he "saw the handwriting on the wall" and decided to resign before he
was asked to leave. Soon thereafter his partner, Nils Skavang, also under in-
vestigation, was fired from the State Department. A Chicagoan who moved
to Washington, amazed at the level of fear and repression in the capital, re-
lated a similar story. "1remember having a neighbor, very nice fellow, who
worked for the Navy department. I know he was followed to gay bars-we
lived in the same building. He finally quit. They didn't force him to quit. He
knew it was coming because they started to question him." In addition to
such preemptive resignations, thousands of federal job applicants were re-
jected because of their sexual orientation. Between 1947 and 1950, 1,700 ap-
plicants were rejected because of"a record of homosexuality or other sex
perversion:' more than four times the number of incumbent employees
dismissed on similar charges during that period. These figures also ex-
clude the thousands of men and women discharged for their sexual orien-
tation from the military where the witch hunt was even more severe."

The impact of the purges was not limited to federal employees. Millions
of private-sector employees who worked for government contractors were
required to have security clearances. Although those denied a security
clearance could theoretically do nonclassified work for such companies,
in practice they were often fired. Because the government did not reveal
to private companies the reason for a security clearance denial, it cast a
shroud of mystery over the employee. As Bernard F. Fitzsimmons, a secu-
rity officer for Douglas Aircraft, told a congressional committee in 1955,
"We feel that if a man is a security risk when he has access to classified ma-
terials, he is a security risk wherever he is in our plant." Other private in-
dustries, with no direct federal contracts, adopted the policies of the fed-
eral government-the nation's largest single employer. When Bob Adams
left his job with U.S. Army radio in Europe in 1952 and returned to the
states, he thought he had left the threat of losing his job for being gay be-
hind. In Europe he encountered "hellish grilling:' suicides, people jump-
ing out of windows. "Each time somebody would disappear, I thought, 'Oh
God, what's going on?' We were all scared," he remembered. But when he
got a job in commercial radio, the situation was only marginally better. He
found out that CBS had "swept out a whole raft of its people." The Matta-
chine Society received numerous letters from gay men, many of whom had
been arrested on a morals charge, who were finding it nearly impossible to
find employment. One man wrote in from the South, "I have been selected
out of large groups of applicants for good jobs, but as soon as an investiga-
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tion is made of my past, I am dropped abruptly." The Chicago chapter of
Mattachine reported in 1955 that the practice of targeting homosexuals as
undesirable employees "has been widely adopted by private business,":"

Witch hunts in the business world were so common they spawned a
new industry, as investigative agencies formed to act as "miniature FBIs."
Fidelifacts, Inc., offered "fact-finding and personnel reporting services for
business organizations" in thirty cities. Staffed largely by former FBI offi-
cers, these consulting businesses used high-pressure promotional tech-
niques that stressed the importance of following the government's lead
in probing the lives of veteran and potential employees alike. One such
agency in Chicago listed "homosexuals" in bold print on its letterhead
among the types of "undesirables" it specialized in uncovering. After one
West Coast airline hired such an agency, agents interrogated a large seg-
ment of the staff suspected of being homosexual. When employees refused
to answer the question, "Is it true that you're a homosexual?" investigators
coerced confessions by claiming the employees had forfeited the right not
to answer when they signed loyalty oaths on their job applications. Ac-
cording to a 1950s gay publication, over half of the company's technicians
were subsequently fired. 'Almost no corporation or other private business
will hire a man with such a stigma on his record," warned a prominent
Washington psychiatrist. "If the present wave of public sentiment contin-
ues, certain male and female homosexuals will become persons without a
country, since they may find it practically impossible to earn a living."38

As the obsession with Communist infiltration spread to the nation's
universities in the 1950s, so did the obsession with homosexuality. In the
spring of 1955, Robert Bellah, a graduate student at Harvard, was nomi-
nated for a one-year instructorship. Bellah had suffered some harassment
at Harvard as a former member of the Communist Party, but the winning
of this fellowship suggested the school no longer had doubts about his loy-
alty. But the instructorship carne with a request from McGeorge Bundy,
dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, that Bellah submit to an interview
with an official of the Harvard Health Service. "He began after a few pleas-
antries with a story about someone who worked for the State Department
who decorated his apartment with pictures of naked women to hide the
fact that he was homosexual:' Bellah wrote years later. "He became less in-
direct and began asking whether I had ever engaged in sexual acts for
which I could be blackmailed." Amazed at the line of questioning, Bellah
remembered that as a Harvard undergraduate he had consulted a doctor
about "feelings and anxieties not uncommon to college undergraduates."
Bellah was not homosexual and apparently convinced the Harvard Health
Service of his heterosexuality. He went on to become a famous and prolific
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sociologist of religion. Though a single anecdote, his encounter illustrates
how the reasoning and tactics of government security officers served as
models for private institutions. Italso underscores how even a rumor of ho-
mosexuality was often considered a graver transgression in 1950sAmerica
than an admission of former membership in the Communist Party-?

"Something Ought to Be Done": Early Political Organizing

Although throughout the 1950s no gay man or lesbian came out publicly
to decry the homosexual witch-hunts, more subtle forms of resistance
were exercised every day. Not cooperating with security officials was one
simple, common way of standing up to the security process-whether by
refusing to name names or by actively lying to the authorities. Other gay
people in positions of authority offered each other more powerful forms of
protection. As an attorney in the personnel office of the U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, "Patrick" was once asked to initiate a dis-
missal against a male employee who had allegedly propositioned another
male at an office Christmas party. "I had an in-box that deep of things that
were important:' he recalled, "and I put this at the bottom. I thought, 'Some
day they will come after me and say, "How are you coming on that case?"
and I'll say, "I'll get to work on it."'" Nothing ever came of the dismissal.
Joan Cassidy also had a gay friend illhigh places. When her commanding
officer at the Office of Naval Intelligence got a report that she was a lesbian,
he asked her supervisor what should be done. As a gay man, he knew many
people on his staff were gay or lesbian and anticipated the devastation such
an investigation might cause. "If you start this kind of investigation, it's go-
ing to be massive, disruptive, and you are going to lose some of the best
people you have. Do you want that to happen?" he asked the commanding
officer. Again, no investigation was launched."

In addition to fostering these common forms of resistance, the purges
played a pivotal role in the formation of an organized gay movement, both
at the national and local levels. At the same time the purges were mak-
ing headlines in Washington, a small group of gay men in California were
founding the Mattachine Society, the first sustained gay political organiza-
tion in the United States. The organization was named for Matachinos,
masked court jesters of the Italian Renaissance who were free to speak the
truth. Harry Hay, the group's principal founder, remembers that the firing
of perverts from government offices was in the papers and on the evening
television news in 1950, just as the organization was getting off the ground.
He had been alerted of the purges in the State Department two years ear-
lier, when he first drew up a prospectus for the group. Bill Lewis, a gay
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secretary in the industrial office in which Hay worked, had a college friend
named Chuck who worked as a secretary in the State Department in Wash-
ington. Lewis was interested in Hay's ideas about organizing homosexuals.
When Chuck came home to Los Angeles for a vacation in May 1948, the two
friends "came down to our factory during lunch-time so I could hear what
was going on [in Washington]," Hay remembered. Chuck told Hay about
the rash of firings going on in the department and how" everybody was ter-
rified." Chuck, thirty-five years old and in a pool of "top secretaries:' had
been trying to figure why all the gay men in the department were being
fired. They had come to the conclusion that "the boys who slept with' An-
drew,' a gorgeous 'dream-boat' who'd been reassigned to D.C. from else-
where, were the ones who were being given the third degree and being
fired,'?'

Although Chuck's intention was to warn Hay of the possible conse-
quences of forming a gay organization, stories of government purges were
a prime motivation in Hay's decision to form the Mattachine Society. "The
purge of homosexuals from the State Department took place," Hay noted
when asked about the context for the founding of the Mattachine Society.
"It was obvious McCarthy was setting up the pattern for a new scapegoat,
and it was going to be us-Gays." Blacks were already organized, he rea-
soned, and Jews could not be attacked because of the "painful example of
Germany." He began drafting a proposal for an organization that, by the
summer of 1950, he was calling "Society's Androgynous Minority." In his
preliminary notes from July 1950, Hay warned that lithe government in-
dictment against Androgynous Civil Servants" was part of an "encroach-
ing American Fascism." Through references to "concentration camps" and
extermination, Hay raised the specter of Nazi Germany. Hay noted how
tactics of "guilt by association" and reliance on "anonymous and malicious
informers" characterized both the persecution of Conununists and homo-
sexuals. More ominously, in light of the Korean conflict, Hay feared that
this governmental policy would eventually spread to the private sector.
With "the Government's announced plans for eventual 100% war produc-
tion mobilization," Hay reasoned that all commerce would be conducted
by government contract, "making it impossible for Androgynes to secure
employment." Working in Southern California, an area already heavily de-
pendent on government contracts for much of its manufacturing base, Hay
knew very well the influence the federal government could have on private
enterprise. Fully half of the area's economic growth in the decade follow-
ing World War II could be attributed to defense contracts. California as a
whole, with 250,000 federal workers, was becoming known as "a second
United States Capital." Like many of his friends, Hay had worked for air-
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craft manufacturers with large government contracts and therefore knew
from personal experience the effect government policies could have on
private enterprise. Hay had declined to go into the new discipline of sys-
tems engineering, despite the urgings of his supervisors, because of "secu-
rity clearance problems" stemming from his involvement in the Commu-
nist Party. Given this experience and his fears about the future, Hay felt that
homosexuals in California had to organize a response to the encroaching
federal purges."

In order to find others who shared his beliefs, Hay canvassed the gay
beaches of Los Angeles in the summer of 1950. He and a friend would
first ask people if they would sign a petition against the Korean War. Figur-
ing most would find this too radical, they would then raise the compara-
tively moderate proposal of a gay organization. "Then we'd get into the gay
purges in U.S. government agencies of the year before and what a fraud
that was." Hay remembered asking the beach goers, "Isn't it high time we
all got together to do something about it?" Despite Hay's expectations,
most people signed the antiwar petition, but no one was interested in form-
ing a gay organization to combat the witch-hunts. But by that fall, Hay had
found a small group of like-minded men who helped him form the Matta-
chine Society. After a brief period of activism, the group engaged in what
historian John D'Emilio has termed "a retreat to respectability," disavow-
ing any political involvement while relying on educational and research ef-
forts to further their cause."

Throughout the 1950s, the nascent movement articulated a sustained
critique of the federal government's security program and its effect on gays
and lesbians. Both of the movement's California-based publications, the
Mattachine Review and One, ran frequent news items and critical essays con-
cerning the government security system, suggesting it was a major concern
of their readership, which by the end of the decade exceeded five thousand.
Such articles refuted the alleged connection between homosexuality and
communism, pointing out that the Communist Party also excluded homo-
sexuals and that the life of the average gay person was too stressful for po-
litical activities of any kind. "Too many of our people are involved in their
social oppression, their personal love adventures in an atmosphere of legal
persecution, and their day-to-day problems of making a living and paying
their bills to have any energy, let alone inclination, to participate in revolu-
tionary movements." The very first volume of the Mattachine Review in 1955
featured a lengthy response from an anonymous, gay Republican Party of-
ficial to Senator Everett Dirksen (Rs-Illinois), who had complained that
kicking all the "security risks and homosexuals" out of the government
was "no picnic." The gay official argued that all branches of the govern-
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ment were well staffed with homosexual men and women whose "hearts
are not less full of pride and honor at the sight of massed American flags
because [they] are homosexual." Such published statements offered a
strong critique of the Lavender Scare and kept gay men and lesbians in-
formed of government policy and media coverage of the issue. Sometimes
they even suggested corrective action. As the anonymous letter writer re-
minded Senator Dirksen, "Homosexuals vote too, in greater numbers than
you can possibly know." By the early 1960s, these publications would also
provide a communications network among people beginning to challenge
those policies. As historian John D'Emilio points out, these early gay pub-
lications were "creating a common vocabulary" and "inventing a form of
pubic discourse" that would prove key tools as the gay and lesbian com-
munity began to fight federal government policy+'

Throughout the 1950s gay men and lesbians in New York, Chicago,
and other cities formed Mattachine Society chapters-sometimes called
"area councils." Generally they followed the California group's example in
focusing on research, education, and social services. But in 1956, Buell
Dwight Huggins, a federal clerk-typist, formed a Washington chapter that
set itself apart. Calling itself "the Council for Repeal of Unjust Laws;' the
Washington chapter had attracted thirteen members by August 1956, had
elected officers, rented a post office box, and begun publishing a monthly
newsletter. With an ambitious goal of legal reform, the group discussed the
civil rights bill then before Congress-the first since the Civil War era-
and lamented that "civil rights never seem to apply to homosexuals." They
noted with irony that many of the Congressmen who favored this legisla-
tion had been "those who had spoken the loudest against homosexuals,"
singling out Congressmen Miller and Rooney. Calling Republicans the
party of the "homo-haters;' they revealed that an employee of the Repub-
lican National Committee had been seen frequenting Washington's gay
bars. The group demonstrated a keen sense of the political origins of the
purges in 1950 and how they continued to affect the daily lives of Wash-
ington's gay residents. Referring to the 1950Wherry Committee testimony
that the Washington police had a list of thousands of D.C. homosexuals,
one newsletter urged people to join the new chapter. "The risks you will as-
sume with us are far less than the risks many take in their daily and noc-
turnal rounds of the parks, theatres, and bars;' the newsletter noted."

Huggins, the group's founder, newsletter publisher, and guiding light,
had moved to Washington to work for the government in 1942, after being
forced to leave the University oflllinois for making a pass at a male student.
Huggins had followed the rise of the Lavender Scare very carefully, clip-
ping newspaper stories and swapping accounts with friends. Given his
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largely due to his efforts," members lamented at the founder's decision to
leave town. Equally devastating may have been the organization's decision
to hold public meetings, which caught the attention of both the local police
and the FBI. By the end of 1958 the group was again meeting in private
homes, and its newsletter was increasingly devoted to book reviews and
other cultural notes rather than political commentary. Most gay men and
women who were active in the gay subculture of 1950s Washington were
unaware of the chapter's existence. By the 1960s it was remembered, if at ali,
only as a "social group." Nevertheless, the existence of a gay organization
in the nation's capital in the 1950s, and its initial desire to move beyond the
limited mission of the parent organization in California, suggested that the
purges were creating a uniquely potent level of frustration and sense of in-
justice in the nation's capital. Just a few years later, after the collapse of the
national Mattachine-structure, a new organization under new leadership
would take hold in Washington, fulfilling the agenda of this earlier group
and taking the entire gay movement in a new direction."

Challenging the Morals Squad

As this early Washington chapter of Mattachine recognized, the biggest
immediate threat to gay men and lesbians in Washington was the local
morals squad. "The rottenest I have ever experienced:' complained one
well-traveled man about the local police's notoriously aggressive pursuit of
homosexuals. Simply making eye contact with another man in a known
gay cruising area could lead to an arrest, even physical violence. Two men
from suburban Virginia reported that moral squad officers beat them dur-
ing an interrogation, resulting in a broken rib and toe. Challenging the em-
ployment policies of the federal government seemed a daunting task, but
contesting one of its key enforcement mechanisms proved more feasible.
The Washington chapter publicized important legal struggles mounted by
a few courageous individuals-court challenges that set legal precedents
for future cases, curbed police behavior, and emboldened others to bring
more suits. Individual challenges to the excesses of the Washington police
would be the first attempts at legal reform launched by the victims of the
Lavender Scare."

At 1:30A.M. on a Saturday morning in September 1948,Edward F.Kelly,
an analyst with the Public Health Service, was sitting on a bench in Franklin
Park. Kelly, forty-one, had been in Washington three years, having been
transferred to headquarters from a field office. He struck up a conversation
with a man on an adjacent bench about the beautiful fall weather. The
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man claimed to be a "plastics salesman from Atlanta." The two discussed
the difficulty of getting a drink after hours in Washington, and Kelly said
he had some liquor they could share in his apartment at the comer of
Twenty-first and Pennsylvania Avenue. According to later court testimony,
Kelly also suggested they could "have a lot of fun" and described in detail
particular sexual acts they might also share. When the two men got to
Kelly's car, the man flashed a badge and arrested Kelly for "unlawfully
inviting another to accompany him for lewd and immoral purposes."51

The arresting officer was Frank Manthos, one of the most notorious rep-
resentatives of the D.C. morals squad. A twenty-two-year-old former boot
black, Manthos had joined the vice squad in early 1948 and quickly devel-
oped a reputation as a "vice crusader." Dubbed by the press a "fine-
featured, one-man vice squad," Manthos claimed more than one hundred
and fifty vice convictions in eight months on the force." That night he had
already made six similar arrests. Kelly contested his conviction in D.C.
municipal court, claiming that on the night of the arrest he was returning
from a date with a woman when he decided to grab something to eat at the
"White Tower" all-night restaurant several blocks from Franklin Park. He
claimed that Manthos had initiated the conversation and that he was just
acting "congenial" toward an out-of-towner looking for a drink. Despite
his legal strategy of denying any sexual aspect to the encounter, the cir-
cumstances suggested otherwise. Kelly was an unmarried, forty-one-year-
old man in a known gay cruising area late on a Friday night who invited an
attractive, twenty-two-year-old strange man to his apartment for a drink.
The case came down to who had more credibility-civil servant Edward
Kelly or vice officer Frank Manthos. Kelly produced numerous witnesses
who testified to his good character. He also produced evidence that Man-
thos had made false statements to the probation office and the court. After
an initial defeat, Kelly appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals, which found
Manthos's uncorroborated statements insufficient for a conviction: The
court noted that while the offense was technically a misdemeanor "less
serious than reckless driving," in the real world it amounted to a serious
accusation and was the "easiest of blackmail methods." Kelly had lost his
government job because of the arrest. If the evidence of a single witness-
even a plainclothes police officer-were all that were required for convic-
tion, the court warned, "any citizen who answers a stranger's inquiry as to
direction, or time, or a request for a dime or a match is liable to be threat-
ened with an accusation of this sort." The testimony of a single witness
claiming solicitation for a homosexual act, the court counseled, "should be
received and considered with great caution."53
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Kelly's 1952victory at the U.S. Court ofAppeals was a significant victory
for men who cruised Washington's parks and theaters, establishing what
became known as the "Kelly counsels"-rules of evidence that courts had
to consider in deciding similar cases. If there was only one witness to a ver-
bal invitation to sodomy-as was usually the case-the court had to con-
sider that testimony with "great caution." Evidence of the good character
of the defendant had to be considered. Finally, in order to sustain a convic-
tion, the circumstances surrounding the alleged crime had to be corrobo-
rated: The Kelly counsels played a significant role in impeding convictions
in many subsequent gay sex cases and encouraged more men to challenge
their arrests, particularly when the evidence was limited to the word of the
police officer. Their impact was immediate. A federal building guard con-
victed of soliciting a vice squad officer for lewd and immoral purposes the
day the Kelly decision came down received a new hearing a month later
and was acquitted. By 1954 conviction rates for morals offenses fell below
40 percent-lower than for any other type of crime in the District."

The effect of the Kelly counsels angered the U.S. attorneys who prose-
cuted such cases in the District of Columbia. Calling Washington "a hotbed
of perversion:' prosecutor Paul Leonard complained that the ruling im-
peded his ability to prosecute crime and claimed that judges had inter-
preted it too broadly. U.S. Attorney Leo Rover took the extraordinary step
of meeting with police court judges to discuss how to increase conviction
rates in homosexual cases and provided them with a twenty-five-page in-
terpretation to guide their rulings. He even threatened to go over their
heads by insisting on jury trials if he thought a bench trial might lead to an
acquittal. Some judges, and one member of Congress, denounced this at-
tempt at manipulating the court, while other judges welcomed Rover's ad-
vice and delayed scheduled morals cases until the report arrived. News-
papers reported that conviction rates were up to 62 percent a month later,"
In their "drive for convictions," prosecutors also met with vice officers to
advise them how to overcome the limitations of the Kelly counsels. If vice
officers lured their prey into making actual physical contact-rather than
just the kind of verbal invitation Kelly had made-prosecutors could
charge them with assault. With this encouragement from the U.S. Attor-
ney's office, the morals squad became even more aggressive.

On January 3, 1955, Ernesto Guarro, a twenty-two-year-old secretary,
went to the Follies theater, a well-known cruising area across the street
from Lafayette Park. In the men's room he encountered Louis Fochett, a
morals squad officer in plainclothes. Fochett exchanged glances with
Guarro and then followed him to the theater balcony, where he positioned
himself against the back wall. Interpreting these as signs of sexual interest,
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Guarro approached Fochett, asked him why he was not watching the
movie, and touched Fochett below the waist-Guarro claims he brushed
his open coat, while Fochett maintains he touched his genitals. Fochett
asked Guarro if he "wanted to take it:' and when he got what he inter-
preted as an affirmative response he arrested Guarro and charged him
with assault. Though Guarro confessed to previous homosexual conduct,
the trial focused on Lieutenant Fochett's conduct and whether or not he
gave consent to the touching. Fochett testified that he was not shocked,
embarrassed, or humiliated at Guarro's touching, since he did this sort of
thing for a living. Though Guarro lost at the lower court level, in 1956 the
U.S. Court of Appeals ruled that vice officers who conversed with other
men and accompanied them to new venues effectively" gave consent" and
therefore could not claim assault. The court even accused him of engaging
in a "flirtation" with Guarro. The first duty of a police officer is to prevent
crime, the court noted, not create it. The Guarro case represented a setback
for the prosecutors' new strategy and resulted in the dismissal of many
similar cases in which plainclothesmen enticed men and then claimed as-
sault."

Both the local chapter of Mattachlne and the national organization in
California viewed the Guarro case as a major victory. "Mattachine salutes
what citizens everywhere will agree upholds a vital intention in our laws,"
the Mattachine Review editorialized. The Washington chapter called it a
"brilliant opinion" and noted that the testimony made "interesting reading
on a long winter's evening." Gay men in Wasl1ington could find some sol-
ace in the Guarro decision. They knew that local sex-crime arrests and the
federal government's antigay policies formed a reinforcing circle. Such ar-
rests were used as evidence to fire gay civil servants, and the alleged secu-
rity risk posed by gay civil servants served as justification for stepped-up
enforcement and prosecution. Whether the legal charge was disorderly
conduct, solicitation, or assault, police were essentially arresting these men
for being homosexual. To ensure conviction, prosecutors would often use
evidence of a defendant's homosexuality; including use of words and
phrases which "had special significance among sexual deviants." One
prosecutor pressed for a conviction by arguing that "all the security agen-
cies of the United States immediately fire these people as weak security
risks." But as the judge pointed out, the man was not charged with being
homosexual but with a particular incident of assault. "Perhaps defendant
is a homosexual; perhaps he had engaged in homosexual acts; perhaps on
the night in question he solicited the officer to engage in a homosexual act:'
the judge argued. "He was not charged with any of these things. He was
charged with assault and convicted on proof of homosexuality." Edward
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Kelly, Ernesto Guarro, and many other courageous men succeeded in
placing limits on notorious D.C. morals officers, an important enforcement
mechanism for the government purges. Their willingness to contest their
convictions and the sympathetic hearing they received from the U.S. Court
of Appeals suggested that the best chance for legal reform might be in the
courts."
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